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When my ancestor Daniel Ellot came to the English American 
Puritan Plantation of Massachusetts, he bore a name foreign to and 
still today foreign to the English language, he carried the name;

Ellot
Today writers of the English language, will misspell the family 
Ulster name as Elliot, a close spelling to the proper Ulster spelling of 
Ellot, but making it spelled like a better known English name of 
Elliot. Today in a America, there are basically no Ellot, and now 
about one out of twenty which spell their name Elliot or Elliott spell 
the name as Elliot, it is one out of six in the United Kingdom which 
spell their name Elliot, but in the area called Border (contains 
Liddesdale) within the United Kingdom it is about one out of six 
which spell their name Elliott. In the border area of the United 
Kingdom the name Elliot as opposed to Elliott, has the closest 
spelling to the border name Ellot, and in the Borders Elliot is much 
the preferred name.











The concept not accepted by all is that the name Elwald to the 
English Elliot, is unique, similar to someone moving to from on 
nation to another, and the name of the where the person is from is 
not understood or known in the language of the new nation to the 
name is changed, first maybe phonetically from Ellot to Ellet then 
by letter retention from Ellot to Elliot were it stays awhile then 
becomes Elliott.

Elwald coins inserted on map, likely previous to mints.



Likely the Y-DNA is Danish, Anglo Saxon like the name Elwald. 

Migrated to the Danish settlements then on to the Norse Settlements.



Above map shows distribution of surname Wald a part of Elwald, in 
German. Influence by populations because unlike the blue maps 
which are done on percent the above map is done on numbers. 
Distribution seems to correspond with the hits I received on my Y-
DNA in Germany.



My Y-DNA distribution has locations in Germany. 

Seem to have hits in Germany.



Liddel is a geographic name of the Liddel Water and Liddesdale, so it is felt 
the Liddel are from this region but migrated north, along with them it is felt 
that the Ellot migrated also.

This distribution of people away from the border which happened about 1600 
at the Union of the Crowns, is like a holocaust; it exists, but people of the 
nation do not want to accept it and in their mines it may not exist.  Or they 
may degrade people in the process of relocation like, the Americans towards 
its Natives.
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